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Roza Azora Gallery is pleased to present Naked Ravioli, a solo exhibition of new paintings by New York artist and gourmet cook Jay Batlle, for whom this will be the first exhibition
in Russia.
The show will start with Batlle’s “Naked Ravioli Performance”, in which the artist himself will
prepare ravioli nudi – a classic Italian dish - for all present in the gallery at the opening.
For the exhibition Naked Ravioli, Batlle contrasts two new series of paintings on restaurant stationery, one of nudes and the other of doodles. Both groups catch the artist daydreaming, doing something automatically and without thinking. However Batlle’s characteristic nonchalance, his hit-or-miss doodling, his “let’s try this” and “how about that” are here contained
by the formal style and content of an overall restaurant theme. The result is a series of simple,
exuberant gestures that recall the drawings of artists like Ludwig Bemelmans, James Thurber, or
Saul Steinberg.
In these pieces and in his earlier “epicurean” paintings, drawings, videos and sculptures, Jay
Batlle has consistently used his own gourmet habits as a source of inspiration and subject matter. His work is at once a light-hearted celebration of food-related decadence, and a salute to the
way food and drink are prepared and enjoyed by human beings everywhere.
Works by Jay Batlle have been exhibited in galleries and museums all over the world, including Metro Pictures, Paul Kasmin, Casey Kaplan, the Chelsea Museum, Exit Art, The Dorsky
Gallery in New York, the Ausstellungshalle Zeitgenössische Kunst in Münster, The Abteiberg
Museum in Mönchengladbach, Germany, the National Museum of Fine Arts, Santiago de Chile,
and the Museum of Liverpool, United Kingdom. His paintings and sculptures feature in a
number of major private collections and in the public collection at the Artothek in Cologne.

Jay Batlle “Coq Au Vin” 2014
Dimensions: 76cm x 56cm x 2.5cm 30” x 22” x 1”
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil and recipes on verso
Retail: 6,000USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Champagne Goggles” 2013
Dimensions: 76cm x 56cm x 2.5cm 30” x 22” x 1”
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil and recipes on verso
Retail: 6,000USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Lobster Salad” 2013
Dimensions: 76cm x 56cm x 2.5cm 30” x 22” x 1”
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil and recipes on verso
Retail: 6,000USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Come Here” 2013
Dimensions: 76cm x 56cm x 2.5cm 30” x 22” x 1”
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil and recipes on verso
Retail: 6,000USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Small Beer Bath” 2013
Dimensions: 76cm x 56cm x 2.5cm 30” x 22” x 1”
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil and recipes on verso
Retail: 6,000USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Love And Roast Chicken” 2014
Dimensions: 76cm x 56cm x 2.5cm 30” x 22” x 1”
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil and recipes on verso
Retail: 6,000USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Dinner Table Politics” 2014
Dimensions: 76cm x 56cm x 2.5cm 30” x 22” x 1”
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil and recipes on verso
Retail: 6,000USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Over Served Sever” 2014
Dimensions: 76cm x 56cm x 2.5cm 30” x 22” x 1”
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil and recipes on verso
Retail: 6,000USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Self Service” 2014
Dimensions: 76cm x 56cm x 2.5cm 30” x 22” x 1”
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil and recipes on verso
Retail: 6,000USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Welcome Back Butter (Balthazar)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, marker, and stickers on watercolor paper mounted
on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Out To Play (17Hundred90)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, marker, and stickers on watercolor paper mounted
on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Laid Back Risotto (Acme)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, marker, and stickers on watercolor paper mounted
on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Light On Heat (Casa Camara)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, marker, and stickers on watercolor paper mounted
on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “The Cake On The Bed (Dominique)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, marker, and stickers on watercolor paper mounted
on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Squid In A Snap (Gramercy Tavern)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, marker, and stickers on watercolor paper mounted
on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Salmon, Richly Spiced (La Grenouille)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, marker, and stickers on watercolor paper mounted
on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “A Lovley Way To Salt A Dish (Mr.Chow)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, marker, and stickers on watercolor paper mounted
on primed canvas with sac a jambon bag veil (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Barolo (Rucola)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Brunello di Montalcino(17Hundred90)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Champagne (Gramercy Tavern)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials:Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Burgundy (Gramercy Tavern)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Chateauneuf du Pape (Balthazar)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Chablis (21 Club)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Cote Rotie (St. John)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Condrieu (Dominique)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Chianti (Balthazar)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Muscadet (Acme)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Sancerre (Gino)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle “Vouray (Spotted Pig)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Jay Batlle (b. 1976) is an artist who received his Bachelor of Arts from UCLA in 1998. He went to the Ateliers
in Amsterdam from 1998 to 2000. Batlle’s “epicurean” paintings, drawings, and sculptures take the habits of
the gourmet as a source of inspiration and social commentary. His oeuvre offers both a critique of comestible-related decadence and a celebration of the preparation and consumption of food across various cultures.
A skilled chef as well as an artist, Batlle’s layered compositions often incorporate images and text from the
food section of publications such as the New Yorker and the New York Times or stationery from restaurants
around the world, as well as fragments of recipes, sketches, photographs, and other found objects. The resulting works are often finished off with coffee grounds, wine, and other food stains.
The artist’s work examines “the good life”-success, fortune, and sensual pleasure-and the gulf that exists
between this idealized life and reality. His work asks whether the point of art is to reach a top socioeconomic
rank or simply to provide ones livelihood. As he explains: “Even if it’s idealistic, or romantic, my work needs
a pathos … an urgency, a problem.” For Batlle, this source is humanity’s futile aspirations to a life that we
ultimately cannot attain, which he expresses in his work through recurring imagery of women, glamorous
parties, luxury brands and products, alcohol, food, and money.

Jay Batlle “Sauternes (Balthazar)” 2013
Dimensions: 19" x 12.5" x 1" 48cm x 32cm x 3 cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, ink, and coffee on menu paper mounted
on primed canvas (recipe on verso)
Retail: $2,500USD (unique)

Batlle’s work has been exhibited at galleries and museums including Metro Pictures, Paul Kasmin gallery, the
Chelsea Museum, Exit Art, The Dorsky Gallery in New York, the Ausstellungshalle Zeitgenössische Kunst in
Münster, The Abteiberg Museum in Mönchengladbach, Germany, the National Museum of Fine Arts, Santiago de Chile, and at the Museum of Liverpool, United Kingdom. He is represented by 1000eventi gallery in
Milan, Italy and Galeria Impakto in Lima, Peru and works with Nyehaus, in New York and Clages, in Cologne.
“The discovery of a new dish confers more happiness on humanity,
than the discovery of a new star.”
-Brillat-Savarin
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Between Meals with Jay Batlle by Michelle Tay 10/03/14

NEW YORK — It was Peking Duck that first piqued an 11-year-old Jay Batlle’s interest in the culinary arts. As a
pre-teen, his first studio was the kitchen in his Phoenix home, where he lived with his father and learned how to
make the iconic Chinese dish from celebrated chef Ken Hom.
But experimenting with food proved to be just the birth of the latent artistic streak in Batlle (pronounced
“battle”), who soon started drawing, painting and sculpting as well — and couldn’t stop.
Now 37 and known as the epicurean painter, Syracuse, N.Y.-born Batlle is interested in exploring “the good
life” — success, fortune, and an abundance of sensual pleasures — and the gulf that exists between this ideal and
reality. The artist subverts the gourmet experience into social commentary, mostly on the interchangeability of
wealth and power, and the blurring of boundaries between the two as it relates to indulgence and excess.
He’s also done this with food performances, such as in “Parties of Six or More” at the Nyehaus in May 2012,
where he showed drawings and a sculpture as he served 1,500 oysters — shucking most of those himself — and
copious amounts of wine to the 250 visitors who came to his opening.
At the opening of his current solo exhibition “Between Meals” at the Bleecker Street Arts Club on February 27,
he performed his “Anti-Social Pasta Performance,” during which he served guests 37 lbs. of pasta in an anchovy
cream sauce from 6 to 8pm.
“The idea was to give everyone bad breath,” he told BLOUIN Artinfo.
The suspectedly-unsuspecting guests feasted on other art, such as a video Batlle took of himself pouring
US$5,000 worth of red wine — gifted to him from a good friend and collector of his work — down the sink.
“It’s an homage to Chelsea and the recent flooding from Hurricane Sandy that destroyed a lot of art,” explained
Batlle, who named the work “Apres Le Vernissage” and set it to Brahms’s Intermezzo opus 117 no. 1.
Also showing at “Between Meals” are sculptures, including “No Beginner’s Luck” (2012), a cast resin and steel
sculpture displayed in the rooftop garden, and a metal cast of the bone of the leg of ham that he previously
sliced up for audiences in “Batlle Reserva Performance” at the Clages Gallery Cologne in 2011.
Taking center stage, however, are his layered compositions titled “Stationery Series,” where he blows up an
iconic restaurant’s stationery or menu — examples include The French Laundry, Momofuku, Le Train Bleu and
La Grenouille (at which Batlle admits to never having eaten) — then doodles or paints on them with watercolors, oil sticks, wine, coffee, and even squid ink.
And in the spirit of a true epicurean adventure, Batlle revealed exclusively to us that behind each of those paintings resides a recipe, and buyers of the paintings will be, let’s just say, in for a treat.

Q&A
Artist and Chef Jay Batlle on Pop Art and Food
By Alex Greenberger May 20, 2013

Gourmet food might not be the first thing that comes to mind when dicussing classic works of art, but practicing chef and artist Jay Batlle is quick to draw the connection between the two. Throughout his colorful,
occassionally satirical critiques of the hedonistic fine dining culture, Batlle depicts the luxurious atmosphere
cultivated by high-class restaurants and hotels. In this interview, the artist discusses the role food played in the
developement of Pop art, the important and underappreciated creative aspect of the culinary arts, and what to
eat when you’re in the south of France.
Click here to explore our collection of work by Jay Batlle.
The Stationery Series, an ongoing work in which you draw on hotel and restaurant stationery, calls to mind the
work of Andy Warhol, who also used images of food to discuss excess. Why do you think food is such an effective means for this message?
It’s hilarious to think about Warhol and food because supposedly he ate nothing other than chicken noodle
soup everyday. But you can’t think of Campbell’s soup or bananas without thinking of Warhol. Eggs make me
think of Martin Kippenberger; cheese, Dieter Roth; ketchup, Paul McCarthy; fat, Joseph Beuys; and hamburgers with Claes Oldenburg.
Pop art and food are bedmates that are intertwined in capitalist society. One could argue that food and our
desire to eat created Pop art, not just Richard Hamilton and advertising. I think the sheer fact of having to eat
at least once a day to live creates a serial relationship to meals and cooking. For my art practice, cooking and
eating are just some of the most pleasurable things I can think of. I also think of food as something that anyone
can relate to. It’s a channel to discuss many things, including society’s excessive nature. Warhol knew how to
give people what they want. I want them to have it all.
What do you think is the artist’s purpose in society?
One of the most important books I’ve read is The Dyer’s Hand by W.H. Auden. It has a short essay called “The
Poet & The City,” which gives advice to a young artist/poet on how to find a way to make work in the chaos of
the city. It describes the superfluous nature of making art, and how it has no utilitarian use for society other
than the aesthetic. Auden writes the only arts that have purpose, real social purpose, are cooking and the culinary arts. He describes how future chefs will be famous and how cooking will be the most valuable of the arts,
because you always need to eat. Cooking will always have a purpose and value in society. I took this to heart
and started to conflate culinary structures with fine art practices. Out of this my restaurant stationery series was
born.
In the series, you include stationery from establishments like the Momofuku Noodle Bar to the Spotted Pig.
Since you’ve clearly dined at some of the best restaurants in Manhattan, where is the best place you’ve ever
eaten?

That is a very tough question, but I think my favorite place to eat is at my wife’s family table in the south of
France. We go there every summer to escape New York City. In France I’ve eaten some of the most amazing
meals of my short life. Aged steak from Spain, black-footed ham, escargot, milk-fed lamb, wild mushrooms,
most straight from the land they live on; things people will never get experience and are almost too good to
describe. I do a lot of painting while I’m there too.
The Stationery Series involves a lot of suggestively posed nude women. What is the association between
women and food here?
People collect art with financial aspirations as well as aesthetic. I wanted to make a body of work that critiqued the branding of contemporary art or artists, specifically in painting, but at the same time champions
the Epicurean and Dionysian aspects of being a painter, the “romantic ideal.” I think that through contradiction you can escape capitalism. I’m questioning why someone “likes” something; is it the nude reclining,
the gesture, the color, the scale in the picture, or did you happen to get married in the restaurant on whose
stationery I drew on?
What made you want to become an artist?
I don’t think you ever “become” an artist; I think you are born one. It’s not a choice; successful or not I would
still be making artwork in some way. My art is an extension of my life, not a sole occupation. I “became” an
artist because you never retire, not even Duchamp retired. Goya painted stone deaf into his early eighties,
and imagine how much work Warhol’s studio would have produced had he lived 40 years longer?

